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Amazon seller support associate online test

published on May 1, 2018 5.0 5.0 The salary was really good along with the benefits and we were expertly trained in all skills before our work. Managers, supervisors, and mentors were friendly and helpful in supporting our work to meet customers and uphold Amazon's first-class standards. The food in the café is
excellent and the game room had a lot of fun activities like Billiards, PS, Carrom, Squash, Ping Pong etc. To rejuvenate our mind after a stressful day at work.... Read more There's not much to dislike about this amazing company, but the work pressure and task completion is a bit too stiff, but maybe that's due to
Amazon's world-class standards. No travel/travel within citystrictsrotational shift times I worked as a seller support having to deal with customers from all over the world regarding various questions related to the products they sell on Amazon. Other benefits - Sports tournaments, extracurricular activities, various events
etc. Page 2posta on August 08, 2017 1.0 1.0 There is nothing similar in this company, coaches and team leads are revenge seekers. The coach's name is Shawn Anthony and another person named Victor Adhikari their manager name is ankit suri. No travel/trip within CityStrictVaggi times From Monday to Friday The
coach and team lead are the worst, they deliberately rejected me in ORT. The reason was one of the girls, they are not professional at all, they are really bad at their work. Page 3posta on May 1, 2018 5.0 5.0 The salary was really good along with the benefits and we were expertly trained in all skills before our work.
Managers, supervisors, and mentors were friendly and helpful in supporting our work to meet customers and uphold Amazon's first-class standards. The food in the café is excellent and the game room had a lot of fun activities like Billiards, PS, Carrom, Squash, Ping Pong etc. To rejuvenate our mind after a stressful day
at work.... Read more There's not much to dislike about this amazing company, but the work pressure and task completion is a bit too stiff, but maybe that's due to Amazon's world-class standards. No travel/travel within citystrictsrotational shift times I worked as a seller support having to deal with customers from all over
the world regarding various questions related to the products they sell on Amazon. Other benefits - Sports tournaments, extracurricular activities, various events etc. Interview QuestionsApplicationi applied online. The trial took 3 weeks. I interviewed at Amazon (Istanbul (Turkey)) in December 2017.InterviewIt was a
bilingual process. Two phone interviews, three They asked about the leadership skills they shared before. I had to tell stories about all of them. Interview QuestionsApprota application through employee referral. The process took 2 days. I interviewed at Amazon (Bengaluru (India)) in December 2017.Interview2 day



process.1st round is Grammar test on a computer, computer, to do in 15 min.2nd round is learning and writing.2ops round about 45min each.selection possibility 1:80.More than 250 people came for the interview and 4 were selected in Orion,Bagmane.Interview QuestionsApplicationI applied through an employee
referral. The process took 2 days. I interviewed at Amazon (Hyderabad (India)) in November 2017.Interviews were just the basic process with the 1st round in general English 2nd be versant and 3rd was ops1st round was a test conducted by pearson who was general english phrase formation2nd round was poured3rd
round was a face-to-face with the operating feedersInterview QuestionsApplicationI applied in person. The trial took a week. I interviewed at Amazon (Hyderabad (India)) in November 2017.Interview2 test cycles in English, mostly grammer and typing speed. 3 rounds if you don't qualify in 2. the first test is basic English
and the second round is dictation, typing, memorization, listening. Interview QuestionsApplicationi applied online. The process took 2 days. I interviewed at Amazon (Bengaluru (India)) in October 2017.InterviewThe interview consisted of 4 phases:1&gt; 1'st stage was online test on checking the candidate's English
knowledge. When I applied for this job on October 21, 2017 there was a little test online for 15 minutes and it's very easy to decipher if you're good at English. Everything went well. Most of the candidates passed.2&gt; 2'nd stage was voice &amp; accent test where I had to insert my voice input through a microphone and
take the test. The test consisted of questions such as repeating sentences in the order 1-15 as indicated in the IVR test, organizing confusing words (which you need to pay attention to and tell after beeps), saying 2-3 paragraphs for 40-50 sec for the topic provided in the IVR rating, 50 seconds to talk about a story that
was previously played in the IVR in your words or in the same way as you can remember and so on. Everything went well I fainted. Many failed in it.3&gt; phase 3'rd was ops round from Operations Manager. He told me to speak In Hindi and I was wrong by putting English words between Hindi phrases, he asked me
about the self-introduction that is not present in my curriculum in English, because you want to leave your current job, you feel comfortable working on any shift, if you are provided with a day off between the week other than Saturday or Sunday it is fine for you or not , because you want to join the Amazon seller support
role, some specialties about you. Everything went well beyond the Hindi part where I used English words in the middle and then failed in the interview.4&gt; 4'th Stage is ops manager's 2nd round where compensation is set for the candidate will improve walk-through of the ops manager's support work in Amazon.Se
someone who reads this and is applying for the seller support role in Amazon will definitely break it. Compensation is 2.8 lakh up to 1 year of experience and from 2.8-4.00 lakh per year for 1-3 years of Candidates. They provide 1100/- Sodexo meal vouchers every month, 2-way transport, overtime allowance &amp; night
shift allowance. The overall experience was good and I learned a lot about having a proper interview. Interview QuestionsApplicationI applied through a recruiter. The trial took a week. I interviewed Amazon in November 2017.Interviewit was fine. The people who asked me questions are friendly and helped me a lot. not
too difficult not too easy was fine. you need to be prepared and read HR was helping a lot, they weren't stressing meInterview QuestionsApplicationI applied through another source. The process took 2 days. I interviewed at Amazon (Hyderabad (India)) in November 2017.InterviewFirst Round was English sentence
completion computer test (Multiple Choice 30 Questions). I failed in the first round, there were very difficult English words.40 candidates wrote the exam, only 10 candidates were qualified. The second round was Versant Voice and Written.Interview QuestionsApplicationI applied online. I interviewed at Amazon (Seoul
(South Korea)). InterviewMy interview was arranged about a month later I sent my resume. The HR manager contacted me and asked if I am available the next day for the interview process. It was sudden, but the interview process was quite organized and I felt they were trying to get to know me in depth. Interview
QuestionsStarStarStarStarStar Current Program Manager II in Singapore17 Mar 2018Pros: 1. Generally talented colleagues with the drive to get more 2. Very challenging program and really unique problems to solve. If you solve it, you will create a huge impact all over the world... 1. Generally talented colleagues with
the drive to get more 2. Very challenging program and really unique problems to solve. If you solve it, you will create a huge impact all over the world. 3. Data-driven culture with data availability. The level of analysis is extremely thorough, and even for program management, you find yourself spending a significant
amount of time getting and analyzing data for decision-making. Please describe the problem and {0} examine it. Your feedback has been sent to the team and we will see it. Oops! We're sorry, but your feedback wasn't done to the team. Your contribution is valuable to us: would you mind trying again? Your response will
be removed from the review: this cannot be canceled. The associated with seller support serves as the primary interface between Amazon and our business partners. The seller support associate will be responsible for providing timely and accurate operational support to merchants who sell on the Amazon platform. The
successful candidate has an immediate and distinct effect amazon customers, making a strong customer focus record a high standard for the role. An associate of seller support is expected to address chronic system issues, provide process improvements, develop internal, internal documentation, contribute to a team
environment, all by adhering to service level agreements for telephone and/or email cases. Team description: -Do you want to become part of the company most customer-focused on Earth? Do you like to dive deep to understand the problems? Are you someone who likes to challenge the Status Quo? Do you strive to
excel in goals aligned with you? If so, we have opportunities for you. Amazon's Sales Partner Support Team (SPS) is looking to hire candidates who can excel in a virtual environment (work from home). The SPS team serves as the main interface between Amazon and our third-party sellers and suppliers. Sellers are our
3P customers who adhere to the Selling on Amazon program which in turn allows both individuals and businesses to sell their products and inventory on Amazon Marketplaces. When you register as a Supplier, Amazon becomes a full-time distributor of your products. We buy and store inventory and take care of
everything from shipping and prices to customer service and returns. India as a region supports several markets in India, NA, EMEA &amp; APAC. Job Description: The Sales Partner Support Association (SPS) serves as the primary interface between Amazon and our third-party sellers, providing phone and/or email
support governed by internal service level agreements. The SPS associate will be responsible for providing timely and accurate operational support to third-party sellers on the Amazon platform. The successful candidate has an immediate and distinct effect on Amazon's customer experience, making a strong customer
focus record a high standard for the role. An SPS associate should address chronic system issues, provide process improvements, develop internal documentation, and contribute to a team environment. Virtual Contact Center (VCC) employees should work from an Amazon-authorized location for all scheduled hours. It
is the responsibility of associates to ensure uninterrupted Internet connectivity and the workplace at home so that associates can offer the best in terms of productivity and quality. Roles and Responsibilities: This includes, but is not limited to: The seller support associate demonstrates the end-to-end ownership of each
seller interaction along with proactive troubleshooting and provides exceptional support to sellers.· It demonstrates effective, clear and professional written and oral communication. It provides a fast and efficient service to Amazon sellers and merchants, including the appropriate escalation of seller issues.· It maintains
positive and professional behavior by always portraying the company in a positive light and effectively managing sensitive issues. Demonstrate excellent skills management and the ability to work independently using departmental resources, policies and procedures. It helps create a positive team environment and
proactively helps team members with difficult contacts as needed. Maintains acceptable performance metrics such as productivity, first contact resolution and participation. Actively seek solutions through logical reasoning and data interpretation capabilities and identify trends towards an appropriate channel, including
suggestions for improvement. Work with other departments such as customer service, merchant surveys, or payment teams as required to resolve seller issues and questions. Basic qualifications· Education: Bachelor's degree in any discipline with 0-4 years of experience. Excellent written and verbal communication in
English. Shifts: Work involves working in a 24/7 environment, including night shifts and shifts are decided according to company needs. Weekly free: two consecutive rotational rest days (it is a 5-day working week with 2 consecutive rest days). Unplanned leaves are not allowed during the first four months (Training
&amp; Transition). Ability to use a desktop/laptop and familiarity with Internet browsers, Windows operating system, Microsoft Outlook, and MS Office.· Noise-free home environment where you can connect to the Internet and work on the final results.· It should have a good internet connection with a minimum speed of 20
MBPS or better and should have at least 100 GB of data from a reliable provider. It should have access to the mobile phone at any time from a reliable provider. In case of power failure, the power supply should be turned off again. You should be willing to interact with the seller via calls/emails/chats depending on your
business needs.· Candidates based in Bangalore must apply. More information:Information security: You should be required to sign a business about things to do and not to do in accordance with data security policyEgoniomic furniture: at Amazon we care about your health, so we suggest that all employees have an
ergonomic chair and desk as their workspace Candidates should have all the following documents and should share the soft copy of documents during the final level of the interview process.· Training document - Degree certificate / Provisional certificate / Consolidated trade mark sheet · Working Document - Relieve the
letter/letter of service of all previous companies and the paycheck of the last three monthsAmazon engages in a diverse and inclusive workplace. Amazon is an equal opportunities employer and does not discriminate based on race, national origin, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, protected veteran status,
disability, age, or other legally protected states. Please apply for this job post if you are interested and (only) the selected candidates an email for the initial online evaluation. Note: -Candidates based in Bangalore must apply. All interviews will take place virtually during the videoconference and make sure you have a
laptop or desktop with webcam and a good internet connection to take ratings and interviews.· Education: Any degree (other than BE, BTech and MBA Freshers) · Language: English · Experience within a preferred customer service environment. Preferred. to expand skills into new areas. · A technical expert (Computers
&amp; Internet) is required. Entrepreneurial acumen in the e-commerce and retail sectors. · Committed seller lawyer, driving process and tool improvements. · Enthusiasm and strong self-motivation. · Strong priority and time management skills, with a high degree of flexibility. · Embrace constant change with flexibility
and good grace. · Demonstrate the appropriate sense of urgency for contact response time in front of the variable workflow. · It demonstrates effective communication, composure and professional attitude · Exemplary record performance, particularly in terms of quality and productivity · The skills sets you want include
MS Office Application Excel and Internet Explorer/Mozilla Firefox. Firefox.
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